Bapdada’s message 23th July 2017
This is good. Baba certainly knows, doesn’t he? You also know what Baba wants to say. This message
of Baba has to reach everyone. Which message has to reach [everyone]? Baba has come to give a
signal of the time, the indication of the time, because Baba knows that after a short time, all the
means of science are going to be finished. This is why, the children that are staying in the yagya of
Baba, staying in this very yagya, they are making mistakes, being disobedient towards Baba, what
will happen to them? This message should reach everyone. After going above Baba won’t see, this
child was so loving, so good. The register of everyone is going to open in front of Baba. Now the
yagya is towards its end/completion. The time is making everyone complete on its own. The time is
over. Don’t think that there are still twenty years left, the [Confluence] Age is hundred years so there
are still twenty years left. There are definitely not twenty years left. Everything is going to happen all
of a sudden. And one more thing, Baba wants to remind you, this body shouldn’t be revealed. Only
the voice of Baba should reach [everyone]. The message should reach daughter Janak, so that,
daughter can hold a class for everyone, she can give the signal of the time to all the children.
Because the daughter also has to go to Baba, doesn’t she? So as she comes to Baba, the time to give
the signal… she should come only after giving that signal, because now, the body of the other
daughter is very delicate. Baba can’t use it. This is why, what Baba is saying has to go everywhere. If
you have doubts about this, you fail. You shouldn’t think that Baba took the body of Brahma, then
he took the body of a daughter, now he has taken the body of someone. The body that Baba has to
take, He has taken it, because this body is in an incognito form, it shouldn’t come in front of anyone;
just the voice should go [everywhere]. You have understood, haven’t you? Yes, not just till there, but
as far as the voice can reach, as far as you can make the voice reach, the Father’s voice should reach
there. It will reach. It will reach, won’t it? Yes, because today, the children have a lot of knowledge in
them, haven’t they? But it is not the Father’s [knowledge], it is their own knowledge. They consider
themselves to be more knowledgeable than even the Father. Some have been [in knowledge] for
twenty years, some thirty years, some forty years, so they think, ‘we have become the Father of
even the Father’. But they don’t think, the Father is anyway the Father. You have become what you
are because of the Father. All these subjects… the daughter… the main places where he has to go,
whichever [places] they are, whichever centres they are… And the mission that has come up now to
tour the whole world, all the youths are going to reveal Baba together. This will be the last message.
There is no message after this. This… in whomsoever’s intellect this plan has emerged, whoever has
made it, it isn’t he [who made it]; the Father has given him the touching [of the plan]. Accha,
because, after coming in the body of the daughter, Baba can’t say so much. He can’t say so much in
the gathering either. You shouldn’t be unstable; you should remain stable because we have to go
home now. The children have become very body conscious. They have become so entangled with
the means of science that they have forgotten the power of silence, the form of the self, and they
have entangled themselves in the facilities of science. Now look, what this time is going to make you
do. Nature will show everything that she has to, won’t she? She will certainly carry out the order she
has received. This is what Baba wants to say, no child should wait for twenty years. The soul
conscious stage; how should the stage be? Soul conscious. You come out from the iron cage and get
trapped in the golden cage. But now we have to free our self even from that cage, become an angel
and go to the Father, go along with the Father. Anyone who understands the Father’s order, the
Father’s shrimat… and whoever has made fun of the Father, His shrimat, the Father is watching
[them]. He will show them at once in a revealed form what the Father is. So far the Father hasn’t

shown the form of Dharamraj (the Chief Justice). This is the message of Dharamraj as well, isn’t it?
Ask the children to become complete soon, to come soon. Baba made a tour of all the centres, all
the places. He knows all that is happening everywhere. He knows everything, but He won’t open the
secret. He will open those secrets right in front of them. They themselves know what they are doing
despite being in Baba’s, eating in Baba’s yagya. The message of Baba will reach [everyone], it will
definitely reach. Yes, the voice of Baba should reach daughter Janak as well. It will reach her; Baba
will certainly make it reach her. This is good. Very quickly… Just be careful, only Baba’s voice must
reach [everyone]. Which body He has taken, which body He has entered, this shouldn’t be revealed,
because among the three rivers, one is shown incognito, isn’t she?

